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CONTEXT

- Analysis of Law Enforcement Agency (LEA)’s video materials is critical in investigations related to major criminal acts and terrorist attacks;
- Few investigation tools available: usually vendor-closed systems, error prone and counterproductive;
- Innovation in video investigation tools remains limited;
- No real products widely used by the LEA community;
- Lack of representative data needed for R&D.

EXPECTED RESULTS

- A robust and accurate TRL-6 video analysis technology, that will boost LEA’s investigative capacity;
- Increased usability of video analysis tools;
- Cost and time reduction for video investigation;
- Crimes solved faster, by using all LEA’s available videos;
- Prevention of further terrorist attacks;
- Better citizens protection;
- Trained LEA investigators in the use of video investigation tools;
- Integration of ethical considerations and the EU legal framework, including the General Data Protection Regulation;
- Victoria Community for Video-Analysis-For-Investigation;
- Grounds for Further innovation potential.

14 PARTNERS FROM 7 EU COUNTRIES:

- 4 LEAs from France, Spain, UK and Romania
- 6 renowned research groups
- 2 SMEs and
- 2 industrial companies, world-leaders in security markets.
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